
2018 SG101 MP3 Compilation 
01 - The Surge! "Mr Moto (live from Kavarna Decatur 
2018)" 
Uploaded by eddiekatcher. 
While hanging out at this year's Surf Stomp Fest here in Atlanta, the guys in the band started 
kicking around ideas for what we might submit for this year's 101 Comp. By that time, we were 
all well aware of PJ's health challenges and came up with the idea, that it would be cool to make 
our submission, a tribute to Paul. For us, "Mr. Moto" was choice number one and rather than 
record a special track for it, we'd submit a live track. So here is our presentation of Paul's classic 
composition, "Mr. Moto." Recorded live at the Kavarna Surf Stomp in Decatur, GA by Surfguitar 
101 member "SilverFlash", Tim Jeffreys. We took the liberty to "borrow" the audio track from 
one of Tim's videos and we hope he's ok with this. One other quick note: we originally 
performed it last May in memory of Rip Thrilby who shared our belief that Mr. Moto is probably 
one of the, if not the, most fun and rewarding songs one can play on guitar. The members of 
The Surge! never get tired of playing it. Thank you Paul Johnson! 
Eddie K 

02 - The Insanitizers "Waterfall" 
Uploaded by Squid. 
This original Insanitizers song first appeared on the "Flying Guitars" CD album. This recording 
differs by using an intensely splashy spring reverb on the lead guitar. 

03 - The Baikal Surfers "First Wave" 
Uploaded by daimonlog. 
This is the first composition of a still very unknown surf group from distant Siberian places. 
Recorded under the inspiration of the most incredible surf group Original Surfaris. 

04 - The Lost Planet Shamen "Surfing the Grand 
Serotonin! Mix III" 
Uploaded by montereyjack66. 
Psychedelic/Surf by "The Lost Planet Shamen" - aka Montereyjack/Pat Carraher . Thanks for 
listening. 

 

 



05 - Danny Snyder "Mas Que Nada" 
Uploaded by DannySnyder. 
Some of you may know that I'm currently playing in Combo Tezeta with members of The 
Deadbeats and Tony from The TomorrowMen. I put this demo version of Mas Que Nada (made 
famous by Sergio Mendes and Brazil '66) together for the band. Whether we ever get to it is to 
be determined, but I like it, so I thought I'd share it with my SG101 brothers and sisters. 

06 - MC "The Huntington Hop" 
Uploaded by MC. 
The Huntington hop is in reference to a surfing technique used at Huntington Beach Calif. 

07 - Blood Reef "La Manchaha And The Gunfighter" 
Uploaded by DeathTide. 
Old lineup of Blood Reef, practice recording from 8-11-2018. 

08 - Los Surfvivers "Pacific Rim" 
Uploaded by Surfviver77. 
Here's a freshly produced track from Los Surfvivers, Pacific Rim, a unique song one of them 
open E ragers. 
if y'all are looking for something more Chantays/Ventures, I've got a couple more that are more 
our sound. Thanks guys much love from South Padre Island. 

09 - Twang Twisters "Downtime" 
Uploaded by surfgtrnut. 
Written by Andy Shuren. Inspired by loading up the VW bus at the end of day at the beach. 
Lead guitar Andy Shuren, Rhythm guitar Chuck Hickin, Bass & Drums Chuck Kennedy. 

10 - Joelman "The Quiet Surf" 
Uploaded by Joelman. 
I first heard of this song from a thread on this forum. Brian said he had uploaded a tab for the 
song, so I looked it up. I had never heard of this song so I went to iTunes and found a Langhorn 
version. Then I looked on youtube and found the original. After watching several versions of the 
song I decided to try it for myself. So that's what I'm uploading here. 
I used a '62 custom Strat, a Strat Elite, and a iRig I/O 25 keyboard input into a iMac using 
GarageBand. I play all the guitar parts, and manipulated the keyboard for the drums. So it's 
nothing professional just my version of the song. 

 



11 - Jeff Leites "Wayward Nile" 
Uploaded by JeffLeites. 
This is my cover of the Chantays' tune. 
I used Band in a Box to generate the drum and bass tracks. I play everything else. 

12 - El Pablo & Drumsdick "Adrift" 
Uploaded by el_pablo. 
Written by Paul Tsardakis. This demo version is a collaboration between El Pablo and 
Drumsdick for the 2018 SG101 compilation. 
Thanks for checking it out! 

13 - The_Cholla "Underwater Flash" 
Uploaded by The_Cholla. 
A song I had composed for my band Blackball Bandits that we didn't retain in our tracklisting. 
Hope you'll enjoy it! 

14 - SyndicateOfSurf "I Got Rhythm" 
Uploaded by Syndicateofsurf. 
Cover of The Happenings version of the Gershwin classic. Couple of boogers in there but oh 
well. 

15 - Rob_J "The Young Ones" 
Uploaded by Rob_J. 
For this year’s compilation since I’m a huge Shadows fan I decided to record a Shadows song 
and chose “TheYoung Ones”. As I embark on my seventh decade on the planet I find that 
continuing to play guitar keeps me young. Well, mentally at least. Played on a red Strat, of 
course. 

16 - Idk "Muy Lenta" 
Uploaded by ldk. 
For last year's compilation I uploaded a cover and thought for this year I'd write a tune--my first. 
I've been enjoying the Surf Rockets' version of 'I Want it That Way' in the 2010 Compilation. So, 
I took the chord progression from that, and swapped it to minor. With the recent passing of 
James Wilsey, I thought I'd pay him tribute with a slow song, and a 12/8 meter seems to fit that. 
For the lead I had my MXR Carbon Copy maxed, with some Surfy Bear reverb with just a touch 
of SurfyTrem. I play the guitars and bass. Drums are with Hydrogen. 

 



17 - Cosmo Piluqui & The Peronist Chanchonauts 
"Secret Agent Tu Sam" 
Uploaded by cosmopiluqui. 
Secret Agent Tu Sam by Cosmo Piluqui & The Peronist Chanchonauts. La Plata, Argentina. 

18 - The AquaSonics "Exotic!" 
Uploaded by Sonichris. 
We recorded a quicky CD last year for the sole purpose of selling a bunch at the Viva Las 
Vegas Rockabilly weekend. After a very long day of recording, I suggested we play one of 
Superfan John Koontz's ('Tuck' as he was known here) favorite first wave songs. We played it 
once, and didn't include it on the CD because, well, I messed up several times. So, here it is, 
warts and all. This is basically The Original Surfari's version of it, which is my favorite, out of the 
dozens that have recorded over the years. I think it was John's favorite version too. 

19 - Redfeather "Paddy Wagon" 
Uploaded by Redfeather. 
A little tribute to Paul and Eddie... 


